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To Mayor and Members of Council:

Further to my presentation of June 4, 2013 at the Planning Committee meeting, I wish to formally

submit the attached questions for reply:

Re:    Fruitland/Winona development planning.

These are my questions that will be presented June 4/2013. I hope these can be readily answered. I am

also requesting that a rep from Hamilton quality air be present.

1) on what date was this full Fruitland/Winona plan released and available to the public ?

2)what was the purpose of the May 23rd meeting at old city hall SC? Who, where and how were the

public advised of the May 23rd and June 4 meetings.

3)why? At the may 23rd gathering when I demised the idea of transport route being implemented

midway between Fruitland and Jones connecting to sandalwood. Why were the public and I, at that

time not advised that it was not in the plan?

4) I would like to know how many parking spots are allocated in the plan for the residence From the east
side of Jones rd. through to the east side of Fruitland rd including the south side of Barton through to

the north side of Hwy. 8.. In addition how many allocated parking spots for visitors in the same.

5) In the same area as question 4, how many individual residences including per apartment are in the

planning?

6) In this same area, what is the guest mated population broken down into types, eg: singles, elders,

families and children.

7) Why in all your planning you show control types throughout existing and new intersections and you

refrain to indicate at Fruitland and Sherwood which type of control that will be implemented.

8) In the past there have been many studies with regards to air qualities, locations and causes of high

volumes in particular pertaining to PP10 dust. In those studies it was indicated that the QEW corridor

from the east side of the skyway through to Fruitland contained unacceptable and dangerous levels of

PPIO dust. I would like the "Hamilton Clean Air" department to have a reputable representative to

answer these questions regarding the high PP10 dust amounts and related causes of such.

9) What are the actual road title/type of Fruitland rd. between Barton and highway 8 and will this

title/type stay the same in completion of development.

Thank you.

Chris Douglas


